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1 Executive Summary 
 
This deliverable presents the Flexmeter distributed software infrastructure. It is an IoT 
platform that aims at fostering and providing novel applications and services for various 
stakeholders in order to increase the energy efficiency of a grid. 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces this deliverable. Section 3 
presents the requirement for developing a Smart Metering Architecture. Section 4 describes 
the designed and implemented Flexmeter platform. Section 5 gives an overview of the IoT 
(Internet-of-Things) devices integrated in the proposed platform. Section 6 describes the 
methodology used to enable the communication among the Flexmeter platform and the Real 
Time Simulator. Section 7 gives an overview of all the user applications and service 
developed and running on top of this platform. Section 8 discusses the cyber-security and 
scalability issues. Section 9 reports communication performances. Finally, Section 10 
discusses the concluding remarks.  
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2 Introduction 

In order to move forward the Smart Grid vision, ICT (Information and Communications 
Technology) and IoT (Internet-of-Things) are recognized as key players [18] to enhance 
energy optimization in cities [19]. Therefore, real-time information about environmental 
characteristics and energy consumption can be accessed from pervasive and heterogeneous 
IoT devices deployed in buildings and across energy distribution networks. In this scenario, 
one of the main challenges imposed by IoT consists on enabling the interoperability across 
heterogeneous devices to build software infrastructure for cross-domain applications. This 
issue can be overcome thanks to middleware technologies that enable the interoperability 
across heterogeneous data-sources, either hardware or software, by providing an abstract view 
of their functionalities. Furthermore, considerable effort has been devoted to standardizing the 
communication among IoT devices [20], [21], as well as service interoperability layers and 
frameworks [22], [23]. However, building large-scale IoT platforms capable of integrating 
and adopting new standards remains challenging.  
Once the interoperability is enabled, the energy-related information from heterogeneous 
devices can be collected and correlated into a common “smart digital archive” for energy 
management of Smart Grids. In general, IoT technologies enable fine-grained monitoring of 
our cities, also in (near-)real-time. Therefore, an IoT platform for Smart Grid has to be 
prepared in receiving and managing huge amount of information. Hence, they have i) to be 
highly available, ii) to scale up rapidly and iii) to provide a uniform interface to all deployed 
technologies.  
This deliverable presents the Flexmeter platform, which is an IoT platform aiming at 
providing a variety of applications involving different stakeholders to increase the energy 
efficiency of a grid and foster new services. 
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3 Requirements for Smart Metering Architecture 

In the context of Smart City, both ICT (Information and Communications Technology) and 
IoT (Internet-of-Things) are fundamental to enhance energy management [1]. In particular, it 
is expected that future Smart Grids will be equipped with pervasive IoT devices (e.g. internet 
connected smart meters and smart appliances) to foster innovative services. These IoT 
devices, fully merged with traditional and industrial technologies, will improve monitoring 
and management of power systems. Demand Response is an example of these services that 
integrates traditional devices to monitor the grid together with remote controllable smart 
appliances in the user premises. In this regard, novel distributed software infrastructures are 
needed and have to be developed [2], [3], [4], [5]. Such infrastructures, also known as Smart 
Metering architectures, have to facilitate the access of new multiple actors (e.g. energy 
aggregators, virtual power plants, and energy service companies) to both control technologies 
and relevant data. This fosters competition in a fast-evolving distributed marketplace by 
providing new services for energy distribution grid management that will increase its security 
and reliability [6]. In this scenario, emerging IoT technologies together with Smart Metering 
architectures can enable services such as: i) User Awareness, ii) Heat Pump Manager; iii) 
NILM (Non-Intrusive Load Monitoring), iv) Demand Side Management, v) Demand 
Response, vi) Network Topology Reconfiguration, vii) Fault Location and Outage Detection 
and viii) State Estimation. In this section, before presenting our proposed Smart Metering 
architecture (see Section 4), the main requirements to be addressed in order to design such 
kind of software platforms are discussed.  
 
Hardware-independent interoperability among heterogeneous devices is a key requirement 
to enable communication and data transmission of devices [4], [6]. Indeed, Smart Metering 
architectures need to integrate in the same environment different systems, technologies and 
low-level protocols (e.g. DLMS-COSEM, Meters-and-more, Sym2, etc.) that must 
interoperate to retrieve energy information. For this reason, middleware is a valuable software 
instrument to establish this interoperability between heterogeneous devices. This can be 
achieved by abstracting hardware functionalities from different low-level technologies 
through uniform interfaces (e.g. REST Web Services [7]).  
 
A Smart Metering architecture has to implement features for (near-) real-time data 
collection from large number of different meters and sensors to provide actual information 
about events or behaviours in the energy distribution network. Thus, the platform has to 
include scalable storage systems and data-bases that should scale horizontally to better 
address the data storing and access.  
 
(Near-) Real-time data transmission is another fundamental requirement that implies an 
asynchronous communication. This can be implemented by exploiting publish/subscribe 
approach [8], which is complementary to request/response. Publish/subscribe communication 
paradigm removes the interdependencies between producer and consumer of information. 
This allows developers in creating distributed software components that are independent from 
data-sources and can react in (near-) real-time to certain events. Furthermore, 
publish/subscribe enables a unified access to information sent by different entities, either 
hardware or software, in the system. 
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Fast bidirectional communication is needed to retrieve information from the entities, either 
hardware or software, in the distribution network. This can be implemented by exploiting 
request/response communication paradigm, again exploiting uniform interfaces (e.g. REST 
Web Services [7] and publish/subscribe). 
 
The microservices approach [9] is an emerging practice for developing distributed software 
platform and services. This designing pattern can be defined as an approach to develop a 
single application as a suite of small services, each running in its own process and 
communicating with lightweight mechanisms [9]. These services are small, highly decoupled 
and focus on doing a small task [10]. Hence, a Smart Metering architecture should be 
designed following the microservices approach to increase flexibility, maintainability and 
scalability. 
 
Finally, a Smart Metering architecture has to expose Web Services and APIs (Application 
Programming Interface) to access data using open and web-oriented standard data-formats. 
This is needed to foster the design and development of novel services. Following this 
requirement, REST architectural principles [7] can help in providing easy-to-use interfaces 
that are loose-coupled of individual (low level) components. Thus, a Smart Metering 
architecture should be designed coupling REST principles with microservices approach to 
foster development of novel services and distributed applications. 
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4 Flexmeter Infrastructure 

This section presents Flexmeter, our proposed Smart Metering architecture to foster general 
purpose services in the smart grid scenario. For this purpose, the proposed platform integrates 
heterogeneous technologies and devices to enable a fine-grained monitoring and management 
of the overall energy distribution network. Flexmeter has been designed following the 
requirements discussed in Section 3.  
Flexmeter architecture has been designed to cope with interoperability among heterogeneous 
smart meters abstracting different underlying low-level technologies. This enables a fine-
grain monitoring of the overall energy distribution network, offering a common data access to 
this large amount of incoming information. This provides applications with necessary 
information to perform Smart Grids services. Flexmeter has been designed as a single 
instance, built by different microservices, that can optionally run in a cluster of servers 
allowing multi-tenancy. A tenant refers to a group of customers with shared common access 
and privileges to software instance. Multi-tenancy software infrastructure is a single instance 
of software that serves various tenants by providing to each tenant a dedicated share of the 
same software instance. Flexmeter multi-tenancy also allows separate data storage and 
processing pipelines. As shown in Figure 1, Flexmeter is a four-layered cloud architecture 
with: i) a Device Integration Layer, ii) a Middleware Layer, iii) Back-end Services Layer and 
iv) an Application Layer. In the next sections, the layers of the proposed infrastructure are 
described in more detail. 
 

 
Figure 1. Architectural schema of Flexmeter Platform 
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4.1 Device Integration Layer 
The Flexmeter platform is capable of retrieving measurements from heterogeneous devices, 
either wired and wireless, that exploit different communication protocols (e.g. IEEE 802.11, 
ZigBee, SCADA, PLC or 6LowPan). The lower layer in Figure 1 enables the interoperability 
among these technologies through Device Integration Adapters (DIA). Thus, this layer 
integrates novel IoT devices with traditional and industrial technologies. DIAs are software 
modules able to convert measurements coming from devices and meters to the Flexmeter 
Data Format, transcending all the hardware technologies, protocols and data-sources. It has 
been developed following a methodology described in [11]. Then measurements are sent to 
the cloud infrastructure exploiting MQTT (Message Queuing Telemetry Transport) protocol. 
A specific DIA permits to integrate also Real-Time Digital Simulators (such as RTDS and 
Opal RT) into the Flexmeter infrastructure to achieve complex simulations of future Smart 
Grid system. 

4.2 Middleware Layer 
The Middleware Layer consists of different software modules performing together to: i) allow 
bidirectional communication with DIAs, thus with devices; ii) receive, control and store 
measurements; iii) provide REST [7] web services to access data, devices, assets and 
maintenance operations and iv) send commands to devices. 
 
The Message Broker, shown in Figure 1, enables an asynchronous bidirectional 
communication with devices through MQTT, which is a publish/subscribe protocol [8] to 
send data in (near-) real-time. Publish/subscribe communication paradigm is complementary 
to request/response. This paradigm avoids interdependencies between information producer 
and consumer.  
 
Furthermore, the Message Broker routes all events to and from Communication Engine 
module that is in charge of managing a bidirectional interaction with DIAs collecting 
measurements into the Data Storage and sending commands to devices. The Communication 
Engine consists of two sub-components: i) Event Sources and ii) Command Destinations. The 
Event Sources are MQTT subscribers that sign up to input topics used by DIAs to publish 
measurements. Event Sources check the integrity of the incoming message payload and push 
it into the Inbound Pipeline. Inbound Pipeline is an intelligent buffer that manages network 
traffic spikes to relieve the database interface from congestion and to ensure the 
measurements storage. Flexmeter allows also to receive command requests to target devices. 
Command requests are managed by the Command Destinations. They are MQTT publishers 
that route command requests to right devices. Outbound Pipeline, designed as the Inbound 
Pipeline, prevent spikes in command requests and send the payload content to Command 
Destinations and then to the target device. 
 
The Data Storage module permits to manage the connection with different time-series 
databases and non-relational databases (e.g. InfluxDB and MongoDB, respectively) which are 
specifically developed for Big Data management.  
 
The Assets Manager is a software module that manages different information regarding 
people, places and things that are called assets in the Flexmeter platform. 
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Finally, the Device Manager handles the communication between the Asset Manager, the 
Communication Engine and applications that interact with the Flexmeter platform through the 
REST API Interface Manager. The REST API Interface Manager defines and provides REST 
web services that are designed to permit the access to information regarding device, asset and 
measurement and manage these entities in the infrastructure. An authentication is required to 
request REST web services. Hence, only allowed applications and services can operate with 
the Flexmeter platform. Through these software components, the abstraction from device 
communication, data and information storage management and from different low-level 
hardware functionalities is achieved. 
 

4.3 Back-end Services Layer 
The Back-end Services Layer provides common API and Rest web services to access 
information available on both Middleware and Device Integration Layers. It is composed by 
different modules as described in this section. 
 

4.3.1 User management service 
The user management service is responsible with the processing of the requests from the user 
management module in the application layer. This module runs on server and operates all 
requests on the user account/profile. In addition, it is charge of managing user authentications. 
Please refer to deliverable D2.3 for more details on the user authentication mechanism. 
 

4.3.2 Assets service 
The asset service runs on the server side and processes all the requests from the asset module 
in the application layer. 
  

4.3.3 Reports service 
The reports service runs on the server side, its purpose is to process the requests from the 
reports module in the application layer, periodically generate the reports. This service has 
several sub-services. 
The sub-services run specific tasks at periodical times, in order to generate the reports for the 
users. Each report task generated data will be stored in the local data base and will be used on 
the user requests on the Report Service module. 
Sub-services on the reports service runs like any micro-service the only difference is that all 
the requests are done in the Report Service module. 
Reports Service module consists of different sub-services, as reported in the following: 

• NILM 
• EADRM 
• LGFA 
• DRA 
• TI.E 
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Figure 2. Sub-services form Reports Service 

 

4.3.4 Monitoring and control service 
Monitoring and control service runs on the server side, it processes all the requests from the 
monitoring and control service in the application layer. 
 

4.3.5  Event management service 
The events service module runs on the server side, its purpose is to manage all the events 
generated in the application, process the requests coming from the event management module 
and runs periodical tasks. 
 
4.3.6 Database connection service 
The Database Connection service has a local database for storing data and types of connection 
to remote databases or services from where data is collected. Connection service offers the 
possibility of extending the sources (connections) to data by configuring a new database 
connection type.  
The database system consists of relational databases with de possibility of multiple 
connections with different user permissions.  
The database layer interacts with the services belonging to the Back-end Services Layer. Each 
micro-service from the business Back-end Services layer can access a database. 
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Instances of the databases can be located outside the cloud or inside de cloud depending on 
the requirements. 
 
  
Users This section of the local database manages the user profile of the applications. 

 
Reports 
 

The repots section manages repots generated by the application. Reports section 
is only on the local database of the application. 
 

Assets 
 

The assets section keeps information linked to the user profile.  This section is 
represented by the local databases and the external database.  
 
 

 

4.4 Application Layer 
The higher layer in Flexmeter platform is the Application Layer, as shown in Figure 1. This 
layer offers tools and APIs to design and develop distributed applications and services 
provided by different stakeholders playing in a smart grid scenario to address the needs of 
different end-users. Thus, they are deployed across the Internet and exploit either REST or 
MQTT to exchange relevant information with the rest of the platform. Example of services 
are User Awareness, NILM and Demand Response that are provided by various stakeholders 
different from the DSO (e.g. retailers, energy service companies or other new actors in the 
marketplace). More details about the application developed during the project are given in 
Section 7 

4.5 Adopted data format  
This section presents the data format adopted by the Flexmeter Platform, which is based on 
JSON standard. Flexmeter Data Format describes different categories of messages: 

• Measurements 
• Alerts 
• Commands 

The following sections provide an in-depth description of them. 

4.5.1 Measurements data format 
Measurements are messages related to measures sampled by devices and sent to the rest of the 
platform. Follows an example of Measurements JSON message with detailed description of 
each field in Table 1. 
 
{ 
  "hardwareId" : "123-TEST-4567890", 
     "type" : "DeviceMeasurements", 
     "request" : { 
         "measurements" : {  
          "electricity.power.active.consumed.l1": 87.1, 
          "electricity.power.active.consumed.total" : 170 
        }, 
  "updateState": true, 
      "eventDate" : "2016-02-10T19:40:03.391+02:00"       

} 
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} 
 

Field Description 
hardwareId Hardware id uniquely identifies a device 

within a tenant. This informs the system 
which device is generating events. 

type The type of request for the device. It 
indicates how the data in the request section 
should be interpreted. 

request The request content which is specific to the 
type of packet being sent as indicated by 
the type field. 

request.measurements One or more measurements, each with a 
unique identifier and numeric value. 

request.updateState Update the assignment with the last received 
JSON. 

request.eventDate Date this event originated. If not passed, 
Flexmeter paltform will assume the current 
date. 

Table 1. Measurements data format 

Flexmeter Platform accepts only a list of possible measurements identifiers with related unity 
of measurements. Possible measurements identifiers and unity of measurements are listed in 
Table 2. 
 
Identifiers Unity of Measurements 
electricity.power.active.consumed.l1(|l2|l3) 
electricity.power.active.consumed.total 
electricity.power.active.injected.l1(|l2|l3) 
electricity.power.active.injected.total 
electricity.power.reactive.consumed.l1(|l2|l3) 
electricity.power.reactive.consumed.total 
electricity.power.reactive.injected.l1(|l2|l3) 
electricity.power.reactive.injected.total 
electricity.power.apparent.l1(|l2|l3) 
electricity.power.apparent.total 
electricity.energy.active.consumed.l1(|l2|l3) 
electricity.energy.active.consumed.total 
electricity.energy.active.injected.l1(|l2|l3) 
electricity.energy.active.injected.total 
electricity.energy.reactive.consumed.l1(|l2|l3) 
electricity.energy.reactive.consumed.total 
electricity.energy.reactive.injected.l1(|l2|l3) 
electricity.energy.reactive.injected.total 
electricity.energy.apparent.l1(|l2|l3) 
electricity.energy.apparent.total 
electricity.current.rms.l1(|l2|l3) 
electricity.current.phase.l1(|l2|l3) 

kW 
kW 
kW 
kW 
kVAR 
kVAR 
kVAR 
kVAR 
KVA 
KVA 
kWh 
kWh 
kWh 
kWh 
kVARh 
kVARh 
kVARh 
kVARh 
kVAh 
kVAh 
Arms 
rad 
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electricity.current.instant.l1(|l2|l3) 
electricity.voltage.rms.l1(|l2|l3) 
electricity.voltage.phase.l1(|l2|l3) 
electricity.voltage.instant.l1(|l2|l3) 
electricity.powerFactor.l1(|l2|l3) 
electricity.frequency 
electricity.energy.blink 
heating.energy 
heating.power 
heating.volume 
heating.temp.primary.inlet 
heating.temp.secondary.inlet 
heating.flowrate 
heating.temp.primary.outlet 
heating.temp.secondary.outlet 
heating.temp.external 
heating.set.point 
heating.time.slot 
heating.pump.status 
gas.flowrate 
gas.temperature 
gas.volume 
gas.pressure 
water.flowrate 
water.volume 
water.pressure 

A 
Vrms 
rad 
V 
rad 
HZ 
Wh 
MWh 
MW 
m3 
°C 
°C 
m3/h 
°C 
°C 
°C 
°C 
# 
# 
m3/h 
°C 
m3 
bar 
m3/h 
m3 
bar 

Table 2. Measurements identifiers and unity 

4.5.2 Alerts 
Alerts are messages related to device status, warning and alarm collected by devices. Follows 
an example of Alerts JSON message with detailed description of each field in Table 3. 
 
{ 
    "hardwareId": "123-TEST-4567890", 
    "type": "DeviceAlert", 
    "request": { 
        "type": "maximum.power.approaching", 
        "level": "Warning", 
        "message": "Home power is close to max, don’t turn on other   
            appliances", 
        "updateState": true, 
        "eventDate": "2016-02-10T19:40:03.391+02:00", 
        "metadata": {  
            "name1": "value1" 
        } 
    } 
} 
 

Field Description 
hardwareId Hardware id uniquely identifies a device 

within a tenant. This informs the system 
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which device is generating events. 
type The type of request for the device. It 

indicates how the data in the request section 
should be interpreted. 

request The request content which is specific to the 
type of packet being sent as indicated by 
the type field. 

request.type Alert type indicator. This is an application-
specific identifier that indicates the type of 
alert that has been generated. 

request.level Alert level. This field indicates the severity 
of an alert condition. Valid values for alert 
level include Info, Warning, Error, 
and Critical. The meaning of the value is 
application-specific and can be used to 
trigger conditional processing logic. 

request.message Error message text. This can be a human-
readable value or an encoded value that can 
be interpreted on the server. 

request.eventDate Date this event originated. If not passed, 
Flexmeter paltform will assume the current 
date. 

request.updateState Update the assignment with the last received 
JSON. 

Table 3. Alerts data format 

Flexmeter Platform accepts different alerts depending on the specific DIA specifications. 
4.5.3 Commands 
Commands are messages sent by the platform to device to trigger a particular operation on the 
device. Follows an example of Commands JSON message with detailed description of each 
field in Table 4. 
 
{ 

"command": { 
    "command": { 
  "createdDate": "2016-02-13T13:50:12.352-0500", 
  "createdBy": "admin", 
  "updatedDate": null, 
  "updatedBy": null, 
  "deleted": false, 
  "token": "b24ce333-b1a1-4de5-9ca0-cc1d09d697f1", 
  "specificationToken":"964e7613-dab3-4fb3-8919-266a91370884", 
  "namespace": "http://www.test.com", 
  "name": "blinkLed", 
  "description": "Blinks an LED on the device.", 
  "parameters":[ 
   { 
    "name":"color", 
    "type":"String", 
    "required":true 
   }, 
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   { 
    "name":"count", 
    "type":"Int32", 
    "required":false 
   }], 
  "metadata":{} 
    }, 
    "invocation": { 
  "id": "56bf7c84a76cfa4ff7901e94", 
  "eventType": "CommandInvocation", 
  "siteToken": "bb105f8d-3150-41f5-b9d1-db04965668d3", 
  "deviceAssignmentToken":"aefecc20-2eb3-41f1-a52e-b5dc17557f67", 
  "assignmentType": "Unassociated", 
  "eventDate": "2016-02-13T13:57:08.274-0500", 
  "receivedDate": "2016-02-13T13:57:08.274-0500", 
  "initiator": "REST", 
  "initiatorId": "admin", 
  "target": "Assignment", 
  "commandToken": "b24ce333-b1a1-4de5-9ca0-cc1d09d697f1", 
  "parameterValues": { 
   "color":"#ff0000", 
   "count":"3" 
  }, 
  "status": "Pending", 
  "metadata": {} 
    }, 
    "parameters": { 
  "color": "#ff0000", 
  "count": 3 
    } 
 } 
} 
 

Field Description 
command Contains all commands information 
command.command Information about the command that was 

invoked. This is pulled from the device 
specification and indicates the command 
definition independent of the current 
invocation. 

command.invocation Contains details about the command 
invocation event such as who initiated 
the command and what parameters were 
passed. 

command.invocation.id Command invocation identifier that is 
related to the single event request. 

command.parameters Contains a list of parameters and 
associated values. 

Table 4. Commands data format 

Flexmeter Platform allows to define different commands depending on the single device 
specifications. Command Invocations need to be acknowledged through a Command 
Acknowledge. Follows an example of Command Acknowledge JSON message with detailed 
description of each field in Table 5. 
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{ 
 "hardwareId": "123-TEST-4567890", 
 "type": "Acknowledge", 
 "request": { 
  "response": "Pinged Me!", 
  "originatingEventId": "56bf72cba76cfa4ff7901e8d", 
  "updateState": false, 
  "eventDate": "2016-02-13T18:15:39.563Z" 
 } 
} 
 

Field Description 
hardwareId Hardware id uniquely identifies a device 

within a tenant. This informs the system 
which device is generating events. 

type The type of request for the device. It 
indicates how the data in the request section 
should be interpreted. 

request The request content which is specific to the 
type of packet being sent as indicated by 
the type field. 

request.response A response message. 
request.originatingEventId Unique event id for command invocation 

that originated the command. This is 
included as part of the command payload. 

request.updateState This does not carry any meaning and can be 
left out or set to false. 

request.eventDate Date this event originated. If not passed, 
Flexmeter paltform will assume the current 
date. 

Table 5. Command Acknowledge data format 
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5 IoT Layer description 

5.1 Smart Meters for Smart Grid management  
5.1.1 At substation level  
During the Flexmeter project, two different kind of smart meters has been adopted and 
deployed: i) prototype developed by the consortium and ii) commercial.  
 

5.1.1.1 Prototype smart meters based on STCOMET and EVLKSTCOMET10-1  
The smart meters installed at substation level are both mono and 3-pahases.  
The mono phase meter is composed of: 

• Motherboard:  EVLKSTCOMET10-1 
The 3-Phase Meter is composed of: 

• Motherboard:  EVLKSTCOMET10-1 
• daughter board: EVLSTPM34 

The STCOMET is used to monitor one of the three phases and STPM34 is used for the others. 
 

5.1.1.1.1  STCOMET and EVLKSTCOMET10-1  
 
The STCOMET is a device that integrates a narrow-band power line communication (NB-
PLC) modem, a high-performance application core and metrology functions. 
The STCOMET10 is a single device integrating a flexible power line communication (PLC) 
modem with a fully embedded analog front end (AFE) and a line driver, a high performance 
3-channel metrology function and a Cortex ™ -M4 application core.  
The PLC modem architecture has been designed to target the EN50065, FCC, ARIB 
compliant PLC applications. Together with the application core, it enables the STCOMET to 
support the PRIME, G1, G3, IEEE 1901.2, METERS AND MORE and other narrow-band 
PLC protocol specifications. 
The metrology sub-system is suitable for the EN 50470-1, EN 50470-3, IEC 62053-21, IEC 
62053-22 and IEC 62053-23 compliant class1, class0.5 and class0.2 AC metering 
applications. 

 
Figure 3. STCOMET block diagram 
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The EVLKSTCOMET10-1 is a development kit for the STCOMET platform, exploiting the 
performance capability of the full-feature STCOMET10 device.  
With this development kit, it is possible to evaluate a complete single phase smart meter with 
PLC connectivity.  
The performance of the metering and application functions could be evaluated along with the 
PLC transmitting and receiving performance.   
The PLC line coupling interface is designed to allow the STCOMET device to transmit and 
receive on the AC mains line using any narrow-band PLC modulation (single carrier or 
OFDM) up to 500 kHz, mainly for automatic meter reading (AMR) applications. 
 
The kit is made of three modules:  

• STCOMET main board 
• LCD module  
• power supply board based on the VIPER26H 

 
However, for convenient use without applying the mains voltage (mainly for software 
development) the STCOMET main board could be used without the VIPER26H power 
supply. In that case, the STCOMET main board can be supplied with an external 15 V DC 
source. 
 

 
Figure 4. EVLKSTCOMET10-1 kit modules 

 
The STCOMET development kit provides an SPI interface and general purpose signals on the 
LCD module, for connection to STPM34 metrology boards in order to build a 3-phase meter 
development kit. 
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Figure 5. Motherboard -  EVLKSTCOMET10-1 

 
The STCOMET main board is composed of the following sections: 

• STCOMET device section 
o Serial non-volatile memories 
o Boot mode configuration via DIP switches 
o 24 MHz and 32 kHz oscillators 
o Decoupling capacitors 

• RTC backup battery 
• Line coupling section, including four subsections: 

o Configuration network for the integrated line driver 
o Reception filter 
o Power line coupling 
o Zero crossing coupling 

• Metrology section 
o Shunt connection on the line 
o Current transformer (CT) for the neutral 
o Voltage measurement (line - neutral) 

• Line breaker driver section 
• On-board power supply: 

o Configuration jumpers 
o Embedded regulator for single DC supply mode 

• JTAG debug section 
o J-Link on-board accessible via isolated USB 

• 2 UARTs over isolated USB 
o Enhanced and standard COM ports 

• Module interface connector. 
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Figure 6 STComet main board. 

The board has also the following external connections or control: 
• AC mains (line and neutral)  
• Line breaker connector to control external relay 
• Reset button and LEDs 
• Configuration jumpers. 

 
5.1.1.1.2 METROLOGY SECTION 
The STCOMET integrates the metrology function, which includes a 3-channel AFE with 24-
bit sigma-delta converters and a dedicated DSP.  
The STCOMET implements all the features needed for a single-phase energy meter, 
providing effective measurement of the active and reactive energy, Vrms, Irms, instantaneous 
voltage and current. 
In the STCOMET development kit, the three metrology input channels are mapped as 
follows: 

• Channel METR_VP / METR_VN for measuring the mains voltage 
• Channel METR_IP / METR_IN for measuring the current through a shunt sensor 
• Channel METR_AP / METR_AN for measuring the current through a current 

transformer sensor. 
 
The metrology LED0 and LED1 on the LCD module are blinking according respectively to 
the cumulative active power and reactive power. 
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Figure 7. LCD Module 

Current measurement 
Anti-aliasing filters are implemented between the shunt, current transformer and the 
STCOMET for distortion reduction caused by sampling. 
 
Voltage measurement 
A resistor divider is used as a voltage sensor.  
The resistor divider is separated into four in series 1% resistors which ensure robustness 
against a high voltage transient. This also reduces the potential across the resistors, thereby 
decreasing the possibility of arcing. 
The STCOMET kit also allows using the channel METR_AP / METR_AN for a second 
voltage measurement if necessary, for example to monitor the mains voltage after the line 
breaker.  
 
Three-phase metrology evaluation 
The STCOMET development kit provides an SPI/UART interface (J2 connector) and general 
purpose signals (J3 connector) on the LCD module (Figure 7) to connect STPM34 metrology 
boards in order to build a three-phase meter development kit.  
Figure 8 reports the J2 and J3 pin out plus the configuration jumpers to select between the 
UART and SPI connection to the external STPM34 board.  

 

 
Figure 8. EVLKSTCOMET10-1 connectors for STPM34 

STCOMET I/O section 
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On the STCOMET main board, the I/O section provides the following features: 
• External access through several interface types: USB, SPI, I2C, USART, JTAG, CAN 
• Use up to 86 GPIOs 
• Control LCD display 
• Use up to 6 ADC channels 
• Control STPM34 extension boards for three-phase metering 
• Manage tamper events 
• Manage metrology LEDs 

 
LCD module description (see Figure 7) 
On the top of the STCOMET main board, the LCD module provides: 

• LCD display for metering and application information 
• LED0 and LED1 for energy measurement 
• TPA and TPB buttons to simulate tamper events 
• P1 and P1 buttons for any application menu (on LCD) 
• All GPIOs and ADC signals accessible thanks to strip connectors 
• Extension connectors plus 2 metering LEDs for three-phase metering configuration 
• IrDA interface 

 
5.1.1.1.3 EVALSTPM34 
The daughter board is EVALSTPM34, as shown below: 
 

 
Figure 9. EVALSTPM34: Daughter board with STPM34 

Description 
The STPM34 evaluation board is a class 0.2, dual-phase meter with 2 CTs for power line 
systems. 
Measured active/reactive power can be output from two programmable LEDs on the board.  
The board can be interfaced with a PC running evaluation software through an isolated RS232 
port, or through the STEVAL-IPE023V1 USB isolated interface tool for configuration and 
data reading. 
The board also has SPI/UART pins available to interface a microcontroller for application 
development. 
 
Features 

• 0.2% accuracy dual or split-phase meter 
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• Vnom(RMS) = 140 to 300 V 
• Inom/Imax(RMS) = 5/100 A  
• fline = 50/60 Hz ± 10% 
• Connector for USB isolated hardware programmer tool STEVAL-IPE023V1 and PC 

GUI 
• RS232 and UART isolated connectors to PC GUI 
• SPI/UART switch for device peripheral selection 
• 2 programmable LEDs on board 
• Digital expansion to external system-on-chip or MCU 
• 3.3 V power supply: external or through STEVAL-IPE023V1 isolated USB board 
• IEC61000 standard compliant 
• RoHS compliant 

 
Metrology  
Current sensing is performed by CT, while voltage is sensed by voltage dividers. The 
EVALSTPM34 board has two currents and two voltage channels.  
 
LED  
Two LEDs are connected to programmable LED pins of the device.  
 
Clock  
Clocking is provided to the board through 16 MHz quartz. Resistor and capacitors are used to 
filter noise.  
 
Voltage reference  
The STPM34 device embed two internal independent voltage references.  
 
Connection to the line  
The board can be connected to line voltage and current in several ways, as shown in below 
pictures.  
Please note that, in boards using shunt, the shunt is at the same potential of voltage neutral 
connector and therefore it is at the same potential of the board GND. When isolated power 
sources are used or phantom loads, this is not important. In case of connection to the mains, 
this has to be taken into account since, according to the wire connected to the shunt, the board 
GND may be either at the 0 or 230 V potential. 
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Figure 10. Board connection to phantom load, dual-phase system 

5.1.1.1.4 Commercial Smart Meters 
The smart meters (see Figure 11) in E.ONs substation in test site Hyllie communicate over 
PLC and it is only possible to get hourly values from E.ONs internal systems. To work around 
the limitations of PLC for near real-time metering an embedded linux computer and a LTE 
modem is placed next to the meter and the meter values are read at a high rate and posted 
directly to the Flexmeter platform exploiting the MQTT protocol. 
During the project, it has implemented the ANSI-C1218 standard to be able to communicate 
with the meter over its optical interface, IEC62056-21. Using the ANSI-C1218 standard made 
it possible to get a higher resolution than a meter implementing the full IEC-62056-21 
protocol for local data readout. The ANSI standard is a binary protocol and rely on ACK and 
NACK instead of timeouts as the IEC62056-21 protocol does. 
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Figure 11. Physical installation at substation level of commercial smart meters 

5.1.2 At home premises level 
The first smart meter deployed at home premises has been installed on Hyllie test site that 
consists of only new build houses. All apartment meters are placed outside of the apartment 
(see Figure 12), either in a service compartment on the same floor or in the basement of the 
house.  The meters used are Landis+Gyr E350 3-phase meters with a 6LowPan 
communication module from Connode. Most meters are mesh nodes but some are also 
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Gateways. This means they have an additional modem in them to be able to connect to 3G 
cellular networks and access the Internet to connect to the Connode head end system. The 
nodes and the mesh network are controlled via a cloud server running Connode Panmesh 
Network Control server software. It has been set up a measurement profile so that the meters 
send their values every 10 seconds to the Connode server. To send the meter values to 
Flexmeter, it has been developed an export software that will get the values from the server 
and publish it to the Flexmeter platform exploiting the MQTT protocol. 
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Figure 12. Physical installation at home premises. The top left meter has a gateway communication module with an external 

antenna and the rest have client communication modules. 
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The second commercial smart meter is a Blink Detector (see Figure 13). It is an optical reader 
to be applied on the existing meters (by means of an adhesive) already deployed at customer 
premises. It is in charge of detecting and counting the LED blinks of red light to make a 
precise estimate of consumption (a blink corresponds to 1 kWh) to pass to the transmitter 
connected cable, which in turn is meant to send the data via wireless to home gateway (see 
Figure 14), granting the internet connection to the Flexmeter platform.  
 
 

 
Figure 13. Blink Detector 

 

 
Figure 14.Wi-Fi gateway for NILM smart meters 

 
A brief list of the main features of this gateway are reported below: 

• Multi-protocol connection capability 
• Wi-Fi Hotspot mode generating the local Wi-Fi network 
• Connection over 3G/4G mobile protocols to send data to Flexmeter cloud 
• Internal battery backup 

 

5.1.3 At home premises level for NILM services 
Figure 15 depicts the architectural infrastructure of the cloud-based NILM service. 
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Figure 15. Architectural infrastructure of the cloud-based NILM service 

 
The meter adopted in this solution is a device for the transmission of active and reactive 
power in 1-phase scenarios over Wi-Fi connection. A current transformer and a power supply 
plug are connected to a central box to acquire, respectively, current and voltage at 1Hz 
sampling frequency. A computational custom board inside transform current and voltage 
samples in active and reactive power. Those are the fundamental data to feed the cloud side 
Midori disaggregation algorithms.  
Figure 16 and Figure 17 show the meter and the current transformer, respectively. 
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Figure 16.Smart meter for cloud-based NILM  

 

 
Figure 17.Current trasformer for cloud-based NILM 
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This wireless smart meter transmits data over Wi-Fi network to the gateway in Figure 14. The 
gateway, finally, mirrors the data received every second by the smart meter to Flexmeter 
cloud, using mobile protocol connection. 
In Flexmeter cloud, all data measured by the cloud-based NILM are stored. Then, the 
following set of procedures are done on cloud side: 

• a process is scheduled every day, aimed to import from Flexmeter (calling the API 
‘assignments / measurement / series’) and locally save burst of 24 hours data for every 
testing house; 

• the process run the disaggregation algorithm on the imported data, returning and 
locally saving the output results (e.g. time of starting on and off, energy consumption, 
load category breakdown, etc.); 

• results are finally store to Flexmeter cloud by mean of API calls ‘/devices' and 
'assignments/alerts', and stored there, ready to be used for third-parties applications. 

 
The meter developed for on-board NILM consists of a Clamp-on current transformers with 
linear performance over a wide range of loads with a maximum measured current of 60A and 
a coil with 3000 turns. At the maximum measured current (60A), it provides an output current 
of 20mA. 
The meter uses a transceiver with remarkably higher power requirement, equips a Texas 
Instruments CC3200  which is a wireless  microprocessor  that integrates a high-performance  
ARM- Cortex-M4  architecture and allows customers to develop an entire Wi-Fi application 
with a single integrated circuit. The meter samples the current and voltage waveforms and 
provides the following parameters: RMS current, RMS voltage and power factor, before 
executing the on-board NILM. The RMS values of the voltage, current and the relative power 
factor are calculated on-board analyzing 10 periods (i.e. 200ms) of the input front-ends. Data 
are then transmitted through the network in a compressed way. The total sent payload is equal 
to 94 byte every measure. 
For further details, please refer to Deliverable D3.1 
 

5.2 Smart Meters for Heating distribution network 
 
5.2.1 Heat meters in Hyllie 
Customers involved in the Hyllis pilot are connected to the District Heating Network and 
provided with remote control devices. The heat meters in Hyllie test site communicate over 
GPRS and it is only possible to get hourly values from E.ONs internal systems. To work 
around the existing limitations and be able to get near real-time metering an embedded linux 
computer and a LTE modem is placed next to the meter and the meter values are read at a 
high rate and posted directly to the Flexmeter Message Broker (same principle as the 
substation metering). It has been implemented the M-Bus standard to be able to communicate 
with the meter over the M-Bus interface to the heat meter.  
The embedded linux computer decode the M-Bus meddage and creates a MQTT message and 
send it directly to the Flexmeter platform. 
 
5.2.2 Heat meters in Turin 
Part of the final customers involved in the Turin pilot are connected to the District Heating 
Network and provided with remote control devices. The heat smart meters in Turin test site 
are commercial and sample all the physical quantities of interest, i.e. temperatures, flow rates, 
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power and energy. This data are sampled every 5 minutes and sent over M-Bus protocol to the 
building concentrator. Then, the concentrator forwards these data samples to the Flexmeter 
platform via MQTT protocol. 

5.3 Smart Meters for Water distribution network 
To monitor the water consumption, a commercial smart meter has adopted and integrated in 
the Flexmeter platform. It exploits the M-Bus protocol to send sampled data to the building 
concentrator through a radio interface (868 MHz). To fit with the requirements of the 
prosumers’ services, such meters are capable of transmitting up to 1 data every 5 minutes. 
The building concentrator already in place for the District Heating has been upgraded during 
the project by adding an 868 MHz communication inteface for data reception and 
transmission. The building concentrator then forwards these data samples to the Flexmeter 
platform via MQTT protocol.  
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6 Integration of Real time simulator 

The Communication adapter (see Figure 18) is a specific Device Integration Layer to enable 
data exchange among the Real-time simulator and other Flexmeter modules. It implements 
two communication paradigms: i) publish/subscribe [8] based on MQTT protocol and ii) 
request/response based on REST (Representational State Transfer) [7]. In particular, the 
publish/subscribe communication model allows the development of loosely-coupled event-
based systems. As explicit dependencies between data-producer and data-consumer are 
removed, each module in the proposed infrastructure can publish data, which can be 
independently received by a number of subscribers. This also increase the scalability of the 
whole infrastructure [6]. The request/response approach enables the RTS in retrieving 
information from REST web services. 
More details about the integration of the real-time simulator with the rest of the Flexmeter 
platform are given in D6.1. 
 

 
Figure 18.Schema of the Communication adapter to integrate real time simulator in Flexmeter platform 
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7 User Applications and Services 

This section provides an overview of all the services and applications for end-users (see 
Figure 1) that has been designed to run on top of the Flexmeter infrastructure. 
These services constitute the Application Layer of the infrastructure. It is worth noting that 
the Flexmeter platform has been designed to be opened and extended to future application and 
services for smart grid scenarios. 

7.1 Fault location and outage detection 
Fault location and outage detection applications are intended to support and accelerate the 
restoration of the distribution system either in MV or LV grids, and eventually reduce the 
customer energy interruptions. These tools help system operators (DSO) to take faster actions 
in case of fault occurrences.  
In case of outage, all the smart meters in the outage area, which are equipped with “last gasp” 
alarming, would transmit this message once they detect the absence of voltage. Mapping the 
received signals from the user meters results in outage location. From implementation point of 
view, this application is integrated in the platform by collecting the alarm signals and meter 
IDs, and sending them to the outage detection host to report the outage occurrence and the 
corresponding area (e.g. feeder) in outage. 
Fault location algorithm is aimed to find the point where the fault was initiated in the grid. 
The measurements at the root substation of each grid (i.e. primary substation for downstream 
MV grid or secondary substation for downstream LV grid) are quite sufficient to locate the 
fault in the grid. The measurements include voltage and current at the secondary side of the 
transformers pre-fault and during fault. The measurements could be collected for an 
observation period starting from some cycles before the occurrence of the fault and some 
cycles during the fault (i.e. before fault clearance). The values could be either as voltage and 
current instantaneous waveforms or phasors. In case of sampling waveforms, 32 samples per 
cycle for pre- and during fault periods are enough, from which phasors could be obtained. The 
collected data from the meters are sent to the fault location host system to execute the 
algorithm and report a message containing the location of the fault in terms of distance (e.g. in 
meters) from the closest upstream substation or cabin street. 
More details on the algorithm procedure and fault location and outage detection concept can 
be found in Deliverable D3.2. 
 

7.2 State estimation 
State Estimation (SE) is an application widely used in transmission power systems to achieve 
real-time situational awareness about the operating conditions of the grid. The goal of SE is to 
process input measurements collected from the field and to produce, as output, the most likely 
status of the grid. To this purpose, SE formulations exploit the available measurement 
redundancy to filter out the errors intrinsically present in the measurements due to the limited 
accuracy of the instrumentation or due to possible bad data. This allows having an accurate 
real-time picture of the operating conditions of the grid, which can be used, in turn, to enable 
control applications for the efficient and reliable management of the network.  
While SE is well known and largely used in transmission systems, only recently its use is 
being advocated for the monitoring of distribution networks. This is mainly due to the 
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transformation in act at the distribution level, where the increasing penetration of distributed 
energy resources requires a more accurate knowledge of the real-time operating conditions for 
their efficient integration and management. The application of SE in distribution systems 
needs an ad hoc design of the estimation algorithm due to the inherent differences present 
between transmission and distribution level of the network. Among these differences, it is 
possible to mention the unbalanced nature of distribution grids, which calls for a three-phase 
model of the estimator, and the large number of nodes, which requires suitable solutions to 
have accurate, but at the same time fast, algorithms.  
The SE service used in the Flexmeter platform is based on a classical Weighted Least Squares 
(WLS) formulation, which is described in the next subsection. A bottom-up architecture is 
conceived to fully exploit the smart meter measurements for monitoring both the LV and MV 
networks. Such an architecture allows distributing computation, communication and storage 
requirements, thus facing the issues associated to the very large size of distribution networks. 
The different levels of the SE architecture are coordinated through the Flexmeter platform, 
which plays a key role for extending the benefits of the SE service to all the levels of the 
distribution grid.  

7.2.1 Model formulation 
The mathematical framework used for the design of the Flexmeter SE service relies upon the 
classical SE measurement model:  
 
 𝒚 = 𝒉 𝒙 + 𝒆 (1) 
 
where y is the vector of the measurements collected from the field, x is the vector of state 
variables used to represent the grid, h(·) is the vector of measurement functions expressing the 
measured quantities in terms of the used state variables of the system, and e is the vector of 
errors associated to the collected measurements.  
Starting from this measurement model, the goal of a state estimator is to find the most likely 
state of the grid, identified by the state vector x, given the redundant set of measurements y. A 
common approach to deal with problem is to use the Weighted Least Squares (WLS) 
formulation. According to the WLS approach, the most likely status x of the grid can be found 
by minimizing the sum of the squared values of the so-called measurements residuals 𝒓 =
𝒚 − 𝒉(𝒙). In order to give more importance to the more accurate measurements in the grid, 
the measurements are also weighted in the minimization process, by using a weight 𝑤 that is 
larger for the measurements with better accuracy. The WLS concept translates thus in the 
following minimization problem: 
 

 𝑚𝑖𝑛		𝐽(𝒙) = 𝑤1 𝑦1 − ℎ1 𝒙 4
5

167

 (2) 

 
where M indicates the total number of measurements in input to the state estimation 
algorithm. The above equation can be also expressed in the following matrix form: 
 
 𝑚𝑖𝑛		𝐽(𝒙) = 𝒚 − 𝒉 𝒙 8 ∙ 𝑾 ∙ 𝒚 − 𝒉 𝒙  (3) 
 
where W is a weighting matrix having in its diagonal elements the weights 𝑤1 associated to 
the measurements. For a proper modelling of the WLS approach, the weighting matrix W is 
usually chosen as the inverse of the covariance matrix of the measurements 𝚺𝒚, which can be 
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computed by assigning the variance of the i-th measurement (resulting from the accuracy 
specifications of the meter) to the i-th element of its diagonal. 
Since the measurement function appearing in 𝒉(𝒙) are generally nonlinear, the minimization 
of the objective function J(x) is usually obtained by applying an iterative Gauss-Newton 
method. This leads, at each iteration k, to solve the following equation system: 
 
 𝑮(𝒙=)Δ𝒙= = 𝑯=

𝑻 ∙ 𝑾 ∙ 𝒚 − 𝒉 𝒙=  (4) 
 
where 𝑯= = 𝑯(𝒙=) is the Jacobian of the measurement functions 𝒉(𝒙) calculated at iteration 
k, 𝑮 𝒙= = 𝑯=

𝑻 ∙ 𝑾 ∙ 𝑯= is the so-called Gain matrix, and Δ𝒙= is the updating state vector 
used to compute the new state at each iteration according to the following: 
 
 𝒙=A7 = 𝒙= + Δ𝒙= (5) 
 
The iterative process continues until 𝑚𝑎𝑥	( Δ𝒙= < 𝜀), where 𝜀 is a defined convergence 
threshold, and the state vector x computed at the last iteration of the process is the final 
estimate of the grid status. 
One of the benefits in using the WLS approach is that the mathematical formulation also 
allows, beyond estimating the grid status, knowing the uncertainty associated to the estimates. 
The covariance matrix 𝚺𝒙, of the estimates can be simply calculated as the inverse of the Gain 
matrix:  
 
 𝚺𝒙 = 𝑮F7 (6) 
 
Starting from state estimates and the associated covariance matrix, any other electrical 
quantity in the grid together with the corresponding uncertainty can be calculated, by applying 
the law of propagation of uncertainty. This allows enabling hierarchical SE architectures, 
where the WLS estimation process at the upper levels of the architecture uses as input the SE 
results of the lower layer. The weights needed for the WLS formulation are in this case 
obtained from the uncertainties associated to the state estimates used as input. This feature is 
used in the Flexmeter SE service to design a bottom-up architecture where smart meter 
measurements at the household premises can be used to achieve the monitoring of both LV 
and MV networks. 
7.2.2 State estimation architecture 
The SE service has been designed according to a bottom-up architecture composed of three 
layers: concentrator level SE, LV grid SE and MV grid SE. In the Flexmeter platform, 
concentrators are intelligent devices that collect the measurement coming from different smart 
meters, aggregate these measurements, translate them from the low-level protocol to the data 
format used in the Flexmeter platform and then forward them to the cloud through the MQTT 
protocol. Since these units are equipped with computational capabilities, in the proposed 
architecture they are used to distribute some of the SE requirements and are thus in charge of 
performing a first step of the SE process. In particular, the concentrator level SE performs a 
local SE process collecting the smart meter measurements of a building (or a small subset of 
houses) and estimating the voltage and total power consumption at the feeder bus of the LV 
grid. This information, together with the associated uncertainties, is then forwarded to the LV 
grid estimator (which is placed at the upper level of the hierarchy) to allow the monitoring of 
the LV network. 
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The aggregated information provided by the different concentrators served by the same 
MV/LV substation is then used as input for the LV grid SE, which is in charge of monitoring 
the operating condition of the associated portion of LV network. Similarly to the previous 
step, voltage and aggregated power consumption at the MV/LV substations (together with 
their uncertainties), estimated from different LV grid estimators, are then forwarded to the 
MV grid estimator to enable the monitoring of the MV network. Through this approach the 
tasks of SE are fully distributed horizontally (e.g. among different concentrators and LV grid 
estimators) and vertically (among the different layers of the SE architecture). Moreover, 
measurements made available from the smart meters are fully exploited to get an accurate 
monitoring of all the levels of the distribution grid. 
The proper operation of the designed multi-level SE service is ensured and coordinated by the 
cloud platform described in this Deliverable. In particular, the publish/subscribe 
communication paradigm is used to enable the (near-) real-time transmission of the relevant 
data from a layer to the following one. To this purpose, at the lowest level of the SE 
architecture, the concentrator estimators act as publishers, sending via MQTT the results of 
their SE process under a topic associated to the portion of the LV grid to which they are 
connected. The LV grid estimators acts instead as both subscriber and publisher. The 
subscriber module allows them to receive the SE results from the concentrators: in particular, 
the proper management of the topics guarantees that each LV estimator only receives the 
results produced by the concentrators it subtends. After the end of the LV SE process, the 
associated results are published (under a dedicated topic) via MQTT. These results can be 
then stored into the cloud databases (in case any service needs to access these data a 
posteriori) and, simultaneously, forwarded to the associated subscribers. The MV grid SE is 
subscribed to the LV estimators results and, thus, it receives these data through the MQTT 
broker in order to perform its SE. Again, once the status of the MV grid has been computed, 
results are published via MQTT and thus made available into the cloud. 
It is worth noting that the Flexmeter software platform is essential not only for coordinating 
the overall SE process among the different levels of the SE architecture, but also to couple the 
functionalities offered by this service to those offered by other services available at the 
application layer. A good example is given by the coordination of the SE service with the 
Network Topology Reconfiguration (NTR) service presented in Section 7.3. In this case, the 
NTR service subscribes to get the MV grid SE results and uses them to decide the optimal 
configuration of the MV grid. The SE service, in turn, subscribes to receive the alerts 
indicating the activation of a topology change. When this happens, the MV estimator can 
access via REST the new configuration of the network topology and download it in order to 
use the updated information of the grid for the following MV grid SE process. 

7.3 Network Reconfiguration 
Distribution Networks (DN) usually have a weakly meshed network structure, but are radially 
operated. This means that a certain number of lines, called tie-lines, are kept open. This type 
of operation is usually chosen by DSOs because it makes easier and cheaper to design and 
operate the network protections. 
Network reconfiguration consists in modifying the DN topology by operating remotely 
controlled sectionalizing switches, closing normally open and opening normally closed lines, 
but keeping the radial operation of the network. The reconfiguration can redirect the power 
flows, improving some of the DN performance indexes. 
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Different optimization objectives have been proposed and pursued in literature: reducing 
network losses, improving the voltage profiles, load balancing, reducing service interruptions, 
minimizing fault currents, maximising local consumption of renewable energy, etc. 
The DN reconfiguration is a combinatorial problem as the degrees of freedom are the 
open/closed states of the switches, and different are the methodologies proposed in order to 
search the feasible spanning trees to optimize the network configuration, starting from the 
basic branch exchange procedure, up to sophisticated multi-objective stochastic combinatorial 
optimisation procedures. 
In the Flexmeter platform, we use the results of the SE for on-line real-time automatic grid 
reconfiguration for losses minimization. The Flexmeter infrastructure enables the possibility 
of performing grid reconfiguration based on real-time data coming from the grid. For this 
purpose, a fast reconfiguration algorithm should be used, which also minimizes the switching 
operations that need to be performed to change the grid topology. For the above mentioned 
reasons, a Greedy algorithm has been chosen, which not necessarily leads to the global 
optimum of the objective function, but usually provides a good solution in a small amount of 
time. 
The grid reconfiguration algorithm is subscribed to the Message Broker and receives from the 
cloud the results of the MV grid level SE; it retrieves also the actual network topology from 
the Network Topology Web Service, where the switches status is represented by a Boolean 
vector. 
At this point the power injections and consumptions calculated by the SE algorithm are 
applied to the MV buses and a load flow is calculated for the meshed network configuration, 
where all tie-lines are closed. Thanks to the load flow results, it is possible to know the 
magnitude of the currents flowing in the MV lines IH 	. The current magnitudes are then 
normalized: 

 
It is then possible to build a vector of line weights w, that are inversely proportional to the 
current flowing in the lines: 
 

 
By starting from the full edge-to-node connectivity matrix and from the edges weights w, it is 
then possible to build, using the Kruskal's algorithm, the spanning tree that minimizes the 
total weight. This minimum spanning tree constitutes a radial distribution network whose 
operation is close to the operation of the meshed network, as preferably the lines with smaller 
currents are opened. 
A new vector for the switches status can be produced based on the minimum spanning tree. 
Two load flow calculations can be performed now, one on the original radial network 
configuration and a second one on the new topology. The total network losses P7J	and P4J	 are 
calculated for the original topology and for the proposed new topology and the losses percent 
reduction is calculated: 

 
If the performance of the new topology, in terms of power losses, is improved more than a 
certain threshold with respect to the previous one (ΔPJ 	> εJ), and the situation is stable for a 
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certain time interval	εM, the new switches status is sent back to the cloud and the network 
configuration is modified. 

7.4 Demand Response 
The Demand Response (DR) is provided through the Energy Aggregator Platform. It is 
expected to react to events inducing an excess/lack of energy consumption. It provides a list 
of appliances to be switched off in order to restore a feasible energy consumption at a 
Substation level and minimize the discomfort of the customers participating to the DR event. 
The algorithm consists of a two-stage optimization procedure: i) an initial set of appliances to 
be shut down is identified with the goal of minimizing the customers affected by the related 
appliances shut down; ii) an additional layer of optimization is applied with the goal of 
reducing the number of appliances to be shut down among the ones selected in the first stage 
while respecting the feasible energy consumption. Finally, a curtailment/activation command 
is sent to the selected appliances that stop/starts automatically their cycles.  
For more details on the Energy Aggregator Platform and the cloud-based Demand Response 
algorithm please refers the Deliverable D4.3. 

7.5 Demand Side management 
The Demand Side Management (DSM) is provided through the Energy Aggregator Platform. 
DSM exploits customer behavioural changes in energy usage to profile the power 
consumption pattern of a Substation. This service aims at organizing the activations of the 
entire set of shiftable appliance in the Substation Geographical Area, suggesting people the 
best time to run their appliances in order to fulfil the DSO request for the daily consumption 
pattern, to minimize the impact on the users’ lifestyle and to respect the comfort of 
consumers. 
A crucial aspect to respect the homeowners’ preferences and to gain customers’ acceptance of 
the activation suggestion consists on forecasting their energy consumption activities. DSM 
module will predict the energy consumption of shiftable appliances that take into account the 
human routine interaction, like washing machine and dish washer. A fundamental assumption 
is that human behaviour follows time based cyclic patterns. Through a combination of 
analytics and optimization, DSM module generates convenient appliance schedules.  
For more details on the Energy Aggregator Platform and the cloud-based Demand Side 
Management algorithm please refers the Deliverable D4.3. 

7.6 Non-Intrusive Load Monitoring   
NILM is the process of disaggregating whole house electrical energy consumption into its 
contributions from appliances. In the context of Flexmeter project, two NILM (Non-Intrusive 
Load Monitoring) algorithms has been developed: i) cloud-based NILM and ii) onboard 
NILM. The following sections will briefly introduce them. For more details on their designa 
and implementation please refers the Deliverable D4.2. 
 

7.6.1 Cloud-based NILM 
The idea of the cloud-based NILM service is to tackle the disaggregation problem by focusing 
on an easy-to-install, server side and low cost NILM system and utilizing generic appliance 
specific usage patterns and features. Figure 19 depicts the overall view of the cloud-based 
NILM service. 
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Figure 19. Cloud-based NILM service 

 
The main benefits of the choices developed in the cloud-based NILM service are listed below.  

• Technological barriers for the adoption of such a system could be reduced, providing 
users a simple metering system. 

• The rate of imitation is very low because all the central core is in the cloud. 
• The exploitation of generic features appliances let the system to be applied to any 

households and scenarios. The service is also designed to be trained and customized 
by users by mean of simple queries during the first days/weeks after the first 
installation. 

For more details on the cloud-based NILM algorithm please refers the Deliverable D4.2. 
7.6.2 On-board NILM 
The main advantage of On-board NILM is the capability to process the huge amount of 
information acquired by the sensors directly on board. Thus, the requirement for the 
communication bandwidth is remarkably reduced. The meter consists of classic functional 
blocks such as the current sensors clamped around the power cable and connected to the 
analog front-end which samples and converts the data. Acquisition has been done using the 
wireless sensor node developed in FLEXMETER project.  
The evolution of high-processing embedded CPU are fast pacing towards ultra low-cost 
platforms, thus some NILM algorithms can be easily implemented on-board, with the best 
trade-off between energy spent for computation (measured GFLOPs per watt). The main 
drawback of such a solution is that raw data are not logged permanently in a data center and 
cannot be retrieved for other application later on.  
The implemented techniques use Non-negative matrix factorization (NMF), that is a data 
analysis technique derived from linear algebra, where a non-negative matrix X can be 
calculated as a multiplication of two non-negative matrices. The sampling frequency used for 
the On-board NILM is 12800Hz, with 512 samples every period of the acquired signature.  
 
For more details on the cloud-based NILM algorithm please refers the Deliverable D4.2. 
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7.7 Heat Pumps Manager 
The heat pump manager is a service that is addressed to both DSOs and final customers. The 
primary goal of the service is to define a smart day ahead scheduling of electric heat pumps in 
order to minimize the peaks of daily power consumption. This goes in the direction of a 
support to DSOs for the grid management, since the minimization of the power peaks allows 
an easier operation of the grid, reducing the power losses, postponing possible network 
reinforcements and lowering the risk for contingencies. At the same time, the heat pumps 
scheduling also takes into account the thermal comfort preferences of the customers. In fact, 
in the conceived service, users define the temperature they would like to have at home at the 
different times of the day, and the optimization routine is constrained to provide a scheduling 
compliant with the temperature requirements defined by the end users. More details on the 
models and the mathematic framework used for the definition of the heat pumps scheduling 
are provided in the Deliverable D4.4. 
From the point of view of the interactions between heat pump manager and cloud 
infrastructure, several elements of the Flexmeter platform are essential for the proper 
operation of this service. First, the proper scheduling of the electric heat pumps relies upon 
the availability of reliable forecasts of the weather conditions and the aggregated power 
consumption in the grid (e.g. at substation level). These inputs could be received from other 
microservices developed at the application layer of the platform, which can also be helpful for 
other possible grid management services. This highlights the importance of having a flexible 
platform built upon microservices that are independent, but that, at the same time, can be 
coordinated to work together through a suitable platform. The optimal scheduling also needs 
as input the indoor temperature requirements provided by the customers. This can be updated 
on a daily basis by the users on the cloud databases using the REST interfaces (and 
downloaded by the heat pump manager application always exploiting REST). Given these 
inputs, once the day ahead scheduling is performed, the heat pump manager uploads the plan 
for each customer on the cloud (through REST) and an alert is published and forwarded to the 
end-users to inform them about the availability of their heating device scheduling. At this 
point, the customer can access the cloud through the REST API and download the planned 
scheduling for his device. The Flexmeter platform allows in this way the coordinated 
operation of the different microservices needed for the proper operation of the heat pump 
manager service, and allows a proper communication of all the relevant data. Moreover, the 
access to each customer data is handled through authorization mechanisms that guarantee that 
each user can only access his own data, thus preventing possible privacy issues.  
 

7.8 User awareness 
User-awareness on energy consumption can positively affect the energy savings at home. In 
particular, if end-users know their energy consumption in (near-) real-time, they can save 
around 7-17% of energy. Hence, a proper user-awareness and notification system is needed to 
promote green behaviours and convince users in changing their habits, which is not trivial.  
On these premises, Flexmeter user awareness tools provides with users a clear understanding 
of their current energy profiles, possible actions to save energy and strategies to achieve the 
best energy performance for their community and building environment. The same tools will 
be the basis for future demand-response and demand side management politics. 
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Taking into account the multi-meter approach of the project, tools will be available not only 
for electric energy consumptions but also for district heating and water consumption.  
Please refer to Deliverable D2.3 for more details on user awareness applications and tools. 

7.9 Data communication Flow for all the services and applications  
 
This Section describes the communication flow in the Flexmeter platform used for the 
Services (in this section with Service we refer to a generic application presented in previous 
sections). As shown in Figure 20, the main actors in this scenario are: i) the proposed 
Flexmeter platform, ii) the IoT devices, iii) the Real-Time Simulator and iv) the Services. 
These actors exploit two communication paradigms to share information: i) request/response 
(through REST web services) and ii) publish/subscribe (through MQTT protocol). 
 

 
Figure 20. Communication flows among different Services in a Flexmeter platform 

 
As shown in Figure 20, the IoT devices publish data periodically exploiting the MQTT 
protocol. The Real-Time Simulator also exploits the MQTT protocol to publish data and/or to 
receive information from devices and/or service by subscribing in a certain information flow 
(or Topic). Services can exploit a request/response (REST-based) and/or publish/subscribe 
(MQTT-based) communication paradigm, depending on their requirements. REST-based 
Services send and retrieve information to the platform through the REST API Manager. 
Whilst MQTT-based Service send and receive data through the Message Broker. As shown in 
Figure 20, there are also Services that can exploit both communication paradigm at the same 
time depending on requirements. 
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8 Discussion on cyber-security and scalability of the Flexmeter 
platform 

Smart Metering architectures are decentralized systems where intelligence is distributed 
across several devices and/or actors in the system [13]. This introduces significant issues 
related to cyber-security that must not be neglected. For this reason, Flexmeter platform has 
been designed to enable a secure and trusted communication among the different components 
in the system exploiting Transport Layer Security (TLS) to establish a secure communication 
channel where all the data are ciphered. TLS is a cryptographic protocol to provide 
communications security over a network of computers, thus the Internet, ensuring privacy and 
data integrity [14]. Moreover, identity of the communicating parties is authenticated using 
public-key cryptography. This implies that malicious cyber-attacker cannot send and/or 
retrieve any kind of data without an authorization. In particular, Flexmeter platform uses both 
MQTT over TLS and HTTPS (Hypertext Transfer Protocol over TLS) for REST web 
services. 
Moreover, Flexmeter web services exploit an authentication mechanism to validate the 
credentials of clients accessing the resources. MQTT is a publish/subscribe protocol. As 
mentioned in previous sections, publish/subscribe is a communication paradigm that 
decouples production and consumption of the information by removing all the explicit 
dependencies between the interacting parties. This paradigm rises the whole infrastructure 
scalability in data transmission, as pointed out in [6]. 
The proposed platform has been designed to be a multi-tenant architecture that can run in a 
cluster of servers. A tenant refers to a group of users with shared common access and 
privileges to software instance. Multi-tenancy software infrastructure is a single instance of 
software that serves various tenants by providing to each of them a dedicated share of the 
same software instance. 
Flexmeter multi-tenancy allows i) separate processing pipelines and ii) separate data storage 
in different database instances. This avoids intermingling data between different tenants. As 
mentioned in Section 4.2, Flexmeter integrates different time-series data-bases and non-
relational databases (e.g. InfluxDB and MongoDB, respectively). These databases have been 
designed to deal with Big Data, providing features for clustering, replication and load 
balancing. Thus, they are highly scalable, extremely available and very fast in storing and 
accessing information.  
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9 Communication performance 

To assess transmission performances of the proposed infrastructure, communication tests 
have been carried out to estimate the time needed by the different actors in the system to send 
and receive data through the MQTT protocol. These tests have been performed in a Wide 
Area Network (WAN) environment. Thus, publisher, subscriber and message broker are in 
different location of the same city and communicate across the Internet. To stress these tests, 
the publisher sent a data payload of about 1.3 Kbyte every 500 ms.  
 

 
Figure 21. Transmission latency: experimental results 

 
Figure 21 reports the transmission latency of almost thirty thousand packets sent. This latency 
coincides with the round-trip-time on the WAN, that is the elapsing time between sending and 
receiving a packet from the publisher to the subscriber respectively. In particular, the plot on 
the left side in Figure 21  reports all packets sent and their transmission latencies. This plot 
highlights that most of the packets are delivered in less than 0.2s. 
To better highlight this concept, we also report a box-plot of the transmission latency 
distribution (right side of Figure 21). In the box-plot, the central red band indicates the 
median value of transmission latency distribution. The bottom and top edges of the box 
indicate the 25th and 75th percentiles, respectively (i.e. the first and third quartiles of data 
distribution, Q1 and Q3). The whiskers extend to the most extreme data points not considered 
outliers. The outliers (i.e. unfrequent experimental values which are statistically distant from 
the observed data distribution) are values that lie more than one and a half times the length of 
the box from either end [15], [16]. In the box-plot in Figure 21, they are represented as black 
dots. In our results, the median value is 0.14s. Q1and Q3 are 0.11s and 0.15s respectively. 
The bottom and top whiskers, W1 and W2 in the figure, are 0.1s and 0.21s. It is worth noting 
that the box represents most of the data and it is very close to the median value. Also, both 
whiskers are close to the to the median value. Thus, in our results, almost 97% of the packets 
are delivered in less than 0.21s. 
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From these results, it is possible to observe that, also taking into account possible outliers, this 
infrastructure is in general able to provide services within few seconds. Referring to the 
performance classes defined by the IEC 61850 standard [17] (see Table 6), the experimental 
results obtained for the communication through the MQTT protocol satisfy the requirements 
of classes TT0, TT1 and TT2 (note that [17] defines the communication requirements).  
 

 
Table 6. Communication requirements and performance classes for power systems defined by IEC61850 [17] 
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10 Conclusion 

This deliverable discussed the main requirements a distributed IoT platform for Smart Grid 
has to address. It also presented the Flexmeter platform, which is an IoT platform developed 
following and implementing the identified requirements. 
This platform enables the interoperability among heterogeneous IoT technologies to collect 
and analyse energy-related information. Thus, this platform allows a fine-grained monitoring 
of our grids, also in (near-)real-time and is prepared to receive and manage huge amount of 
information. Hence, i) it is highly available, ii) it scales up rapidly and iii) it provides a 
uniform interface to all deployed technologies.  
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